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Narendra Modi Gujarati
On 26 December 2012, Narendra Modi was sworn in as the Chief Minister of Gujarat for the fourth time to extend his
record tenure in office. "Mass Murderer" or "Development Man"? It depends on which side of the spectrum he is viewed
from, because Narendra Modi is one of those politicians whose name prompts extremes of hate-filled anger or outright
adulation. Despite polarizing Gujarat and India in more ways than one, Modi brilliantly does what it takes to survive in a
democracy: win elections. Written by veteran journalist and writer, Nilanjan after several in-depth interviews, meticulous
research and extensive travel through Gujarat, this book reveals hitherto unknown aspects of Narendra Modi's psyche:
as a six year- old boy selling tea to help out his father and distributing badges and raising slogans at the behest of a
local political leader; abandoning his family and wife in search of his definition of truth; initiation into the RSS as a
fledgling who ran errands for his seniors; his idea of Gujarati pride and Indian-ness; and finally, his meteoric rise which
gave him a distinct identity post the 2002 Godhra riots. Narendra Modi: The Man, The Times is a definitive biography of a
man who may have challenged the basic principles of a sovereign secular nation but emerged at its destination as an
undisputed and larger-than-life leader.
A colorful and revealing portrait of the rise of India’s new billionaire class in a radically unequal society India is the
world’s largest democracy, with more than one billion people and an economy expanding faster than China’s. But the
rewards of this growth have been far from evenly shared, and the country’s top 1% now own nearly 60% of its wealth. In
megacities like Mumbai, where half the population live in slums, the extraordinary riches of India’s new dynasties echo
the Vanderbilts and Rockefellers of America's Gilded Age, funneling profits from huge conglomerates into lifestyles of
conspicuous consumption. James Crabtree’s The Billionaire Raj takes readers on a personal journey to meet these
reclusive billionaires, fugitive tycoons, and shadowy political power brokers. From the sky terrace of the world’s most
expensive home to impoverished villages and mass political rallies, Crabtree dramatizes the battle between crony
capitalists and economic reformers, revealing a tense struggle between equality and privilege playing out against a
combustible backdrop of aspiration, class, and caste. The Billionaire Raj is a vivid account of a divided society on the
cusp of transformation—and a struggle that will shape not just India’s future, but the world’s.
"Narendrayan: Story of Narendra Modi" offers the reader an insightful analysis of the life and political career of Narendra
Modi. With a charismatic personality and his history of strong, corruption-free leadership and development in Gujarat,
Modi has emerged as one of the major influences in contemporary India. Dr. Girish Dabke's biography explores the roots
of his influence, delving into the socio-political history of the country as well as the youthful and literary influences of the
individual. About the Author Dr. Girish Dabke resides in Mumbai, where, following his retirement from Union Bank, he
continues to write and lecture. Dr. Dabke has authored numerous works that have been published in several languages,
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including biographies of Dhirubhai Ambani and the first Marathi biography of Shri. Narendera Modi, now published in
Guajarati, Hindi, English, Tamil, and Urdu. He has also served as translator, from Marathi to Gujarati, of several books. As
a well-known speaker, he has delivered over 700 lectures on a variety of topics, including Veer Savarkar, Arya Chanakya,
Shivaji Maharaj, the history of Peshwas, Bajirao, and Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose.
THE VOICE OF THE SOCIETY When passion and purpose amalgamate, they raise excellence. His passion to achieve his
purpose took him across the seven seas, but the strenuous journey couldn’t stop him, rather strengthened him
unbound. From civil service to business to journalism, he has been there and done it all. Says Mr. Chandrakant Babubhai
‘C.B.’ Patel, only his desire to succeed took him all around.
A Journey Through India's New Gilded Age
How Gujratis Do Business
Jewels of Gujarat: Nimisha Jayant Madhvani
Narendrayan: Story of Narendra Modi
Common Man's PM
The Untold Story

Jewels of Gujarat – Leading Global Gujarati Personalities: Vol II is an anthology of
biographies of the 100 most influential Gujaratis around the world. Among these
personalities are the celebrated entrepreneurs like Mukesh Ambani, doctors like Kiran C
Patel, astronauts like Sunita Williams, philanthropists like Manu Shah, social activists
like Ela Gandhi and many more from 30 countries from 35–40 fields. The book takes its
readers on a rollercoaster voyage of happiness and sadness, victory and defeat, with
these world-renowned figures from different walks of life to see what made them stand in
a different race of success.
Mr. Narendra Damodardas Modi or just Narendra Modi has come into the national politics as
a breath of fresh air. He has a past, in present he is all over and surely he will
continue to occupy the public space into the foreseeable future. As media member, we have
no right to pass value judgment or being judgmental. We have covered Mr. Modi in our
pages since 2012. We have tried to be balanced in handling issues involved, beginning
with an iconic Gujarat Chief Minister and his journey up to the corridors of power in New
Delhi and his stint as the Prime Minister.
Looking at Iqbal, Sanatan said, Iqbal, we have four days on our hands. How can we suspend
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the devastation of mankind through contemplation, deep thinking, and the exchange of
views? How can we avert the nuclear warfare forever? How can we avoid annihilation of
humanity, which could be engineered through nuclear weapons? How can we make the entire
humanity feel free through peace and harmony? How can such circumstances be restrained
through the scientific intentions? Several such questions are cropping in my mind. Let us
pray to God so that we can get proper answers for such questions. What if the Third World
War breaks out? Could it be averted? Could superpowers with nuclear weaponry control the
religious fanatics bent upon taking the world to the brink of mass annihilation? Two
young boys, Sanatan and Iqbal, one Hindu and the other Muslim, living in a sleepy village
of prepartition India, were nurtured with ideals of patriotism and service to humanity.
After the partition of India, the boys were separated as Iqbals family migrated to
Pakistan. As decades passed, both become renowned scientists in their respective
countries. In the meantime, the Third World War breaks out. Will either of them succeed
in hatching their sinister design? In Spatial Echoes, Jayanti M. Dalal vividly describes
India in the days before independence, fomenting questions of communal harmony, the
substance of world peace, the future of the world in the nuclear-arms race, and the
chessboard gimmickries of the superpowers bent on taking the world to the brink of mass
destruction. This makes Spatial Echoes quite a fascinating novel written by an Indian
fiction writer.
A DIPLOMAT AND ENTREPRENEUR OF UNITY AND VIGOUR Carrying entrepreneurship in her DNA, she
is a lady who remained family-minded, fun-loving, adamant towards her goals and proud of
her heritage since her childhood. Life has emboldened her, making her understand that
smart discernment fills life with hopes. Happy and sad phases remain there, but for her,
it is only happiness that counts. Though Ms. Nimisha Jayant Madhvani hails from Uganda,
her love and respect for her native and heritage are incessant. She shares how!
TRAVELS THROUGH GUJARAT, DAMAN, AND DIU
Jewels of Gujarat: Chandrakant Babubhai 'C.B.' Patel
Shaping Of Modern Gujarat
Abode of Love
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Bal Narendra
Leading Global Gujarati Personality
Looking at the 19th and 20th centuries, and drawing on scholarly sources, this book traces the
history of Gujurat from the time of the Indus Valley civilization, where Gujarati society came to
be a synthesis of diverse cultures, to the state's encounters with the Turks, Marathas and the
Portuguese.
Devotion and dedication, love and longing, strength and vulnerability, all find expression in
Narendra Modi's poetry. This English translation of verses originally written in Gujarati
transports us into the poet's mind-his voice, his vision and his thoughts.While the story of Mr
Modi's rise from humble beginnings to high political office is well documented, what is not
well known is his journey in verse.
Sometime in the late summer of 1976, Sanjay Gandhi asked if I wanted to go flying with him...
After first attempting to teach Karan Thapar to fly (not very successfully) Sanjay Gandhi took
the controls and performed a series of aerobatics, not particularly dangerous but nonetheless
thrilling. Once they were further away from Delhi, he became even more daring. Suddenly, he
decided to scare the farmers working in the fields below by aiming the aircraft straight at
them. As he dived down, they scattered and ran, fearing for their lives. At the last moment,
Sanjay pulled up dramatically and waved at the bewildered farmers, clearly chuffed with the
whole performance. The manoeuvre required nerves of steel and tremendous self-confidence,
both of which Sanjay possessed in plenty.In Devil's Advocate, Karan dives deep into his life to
come up with many such moments. Included here are stories of warm and lasting friendships,
such as with Benazir Bhutto, whom he met while he was an undergraduate. He also talks about
his long association with Aung San Suu Kyi and Rajiv Gandhi. However, not all friendships
lasted--for example, with L.K. Advani, with whom he shared a close bond until an unfortunate
disagreement over an interview caused a falling-out.The tension generated during an interview
has spilled over off-screen multiple times, and Karan discusses these incidents in detail. For
instance, when Amitabh Bachchan lost his cool during a post-interview lunch or when Kapil
Dev cried like a baby. And there's the untold story of two of his most controversial
interviews--with Jayalalithaa and Narendra Modi. While Jayalalithaa laughed it off later, the
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after-effects of Modi's infamous walkout have grown worse with time. Riveting and fast-paced,
Devil's Advocate is as no-holds-barred as any of Karan Thapar's interviews.
On the life and works of Dhirubhai Ambani, 1932-2002, founder of Reliance group of
industries.
Dhīrubhāīzma
The Republic of India
A Journey
Devil's Advocate
Hindu Nationalism and Anti-Muslim Violence in India
The Development of Its Laws and Constitution
Namo mantra is the secret of Modi's success. Narendra Modi is that popular name who doesn't bend according to
the situations but changes the situation according to him. Who knows how to reach the goal even by walking on
curved and twisted paths. His experiences are his mantra which every politician wants to use to gain the
popularity that Narendra Modi has. Whether it is the matter of state-administration or industrial growth, of self
employment or education— the all-round development of Gujarat speaks Narendra Modi's glory for itself. In his
interview on TV Today Conclave, one thing that came in light was that — 'I (Narendra Modi) just do my work,
whatever you think of me is your own opinion.' In FICCI, he addressed to female entrepreneurs, encouraging them
that 'if women, that is half of the country's population, share responsibility in every area of development, and get
equal opportunities, then it will become easier to change the nation.' As far as secularism is concerned, the
affection of Muslims and Christians towards him during the Sadbhavna Yatra brings out his clean image. This book
is full of his special characterstics…
આ પુસ્તક વિશે મહાનુભાવોના પ્રતિભાવ: શ્રી નરેન્દ્ર મોદી રાજકારણી છે. સાધુ નથી. એમની પાસે સાધુપણાની
અપેક્ષા રાખનારાઓ પોતે અસાધુ હોય, તોય પૂર્વગ્રહો છોડવા તૈયાર નથી. નરેન્દ્રભાઈની કર્મનિષ્ઠા, ધર્મનિષ્ઠા
અને રાષ્ટ્રનિષ્ઠા અનન્ય છે. તેઓ નિયતિના સુપુત્ર છે.-- ગુણવંત શાહ// નરેન્દ્રભાઈ આપણી પાસેના એવા નેતા છે જેઓ
વિશાળ દૃષ્ટિ અને ઇચ્છાશક્તિ ધરાવે છે. મક્કમ મનોબળ દ્વારા વિચારને સત્યમાં ફેરવવાની તેમને આદત છે. તેઓ
અમલમાં વિશ્વાસ રાખે છે. અને અસરકારક અમલ માટે તેમને પક્ષપાત છે, જેની આજે ભારતને જરૂર છે.--મૂકેશ અંબાણી,
રિલાયન્સ ઈન્ડસ્ટ્રીઝ// ગુજરાતનો અસરકારક વહીવટ કરવાની બાબતે અમે શ્રી નરેન્દ્રભાઈથી અત્યંત પ્રભાવિત
છીએ.--રતન તાતા, તાતા ઈન્ડસ્ટ્રીઝ// નેતા એ એવી વ્યક્તિ છે જે અનેક લોકોને આકર્ષી શકે. નરેન્દ્રભાઈ ભારતના
સૌથી મોટા નેતાઓમાંના એક છે. રાજકીય દૃષ્ટિ અને નેતા તરીકે નરેન્દ્રભાઈએ અનેક સિદ્ધિઓ મેળવી છે.--અનિલ
અંબાણી, એ.ડી.એ.જી.
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ZILCH TO ZENITH Achieving success along with the art of humanity defines him. He left his birthland with no
money in his pocket and almost no education; however, what he had in ample were some dreams and a
determination to become a person of value and integrity to make him achieve it. He feels that success is all about
consistent hard-work and faith. Mr. Savjibhai Dholakia is one of the reckoned diamond billionaires in India who
sure started from square one but today has crossed infinite limits.
This book is a compilation of articles, editorial, investigative reports, surveys, memoranda and other significant
material on the Gujarat carnage. The final report of the Human Rights Commission (that took a direct interest for
the first time, of its own accord, in communal violence) is included in it. Useful material and information will be
found in it by future researchers, academics and lay readers. As the specific event of the grim year are blurred
and glossed over by other issues and by time, it is important to have such a compilation that preserves the
lessons learnt in one of the most horrifying and ominous periods in India s modern history.
Modi's India
Anatomy of a Cover Up
The Gujarat Carnage
Poems
The Fiction of Fact Finding
"Although ethnic and sectarian tensions have always been a feature of modern Indian history, the country was founded and governed in its first
decades by a nationalist political movement - associated with the Indian National Congress -- that stressed the non-sectarian nature of Indian
citizenship. Hindu nationalism, a contrary political force, was born in the 1920s but didn't take off politically until the 1990s. It finally secured
national power in 2014 when a populist leader, Narendra Modi -- a former governor of the province of Gujarat -- leveraged a reputation for
successful economic reform and popular resentment toward the country's Muslim minority to lead his Hindu nationalist party, the BJP, to national
victory. In this book, Christophe Jaffrelot recounts how the Hindu nationalist movement under the leadership of Modi's BJP has deeply
transformed the country. Jaffrelot's main argument is that the reign of Modi and his BJP has ushered India into a new type of regime - what he
calls ethnic democracy. Modi's rule relies undeniably on popular consent. (In last month's Indian federal elections, Modi consolidated his 2014
win with a decisive electoral victory.) But under the BJP India has largely jettisoned the country's previous commitment to the preservation of the
rights of religious and ethnic minorities. This book is based both on the author's long years of research in India and on recent extensive interviews
conducted across the country with civil servants, government supporters, opponents of the BJP, and members of religious minorities. Because of
the tense atmosphere of intimidation throughout the country, many of Jaffrelot's interlocuters refused to speak on the record; he has given them
pseudonyms in this book. The book recounts how proponents of secularism and pluralism, including academics and NGO workers, have been
brought to heel; how Christians and Muslims have been increasingly marginalized in national and regional elections; and how the Hindu
nationalist government has fostered the development of a shadow "cultural police force" -- with formal and informal ties to the state -- that censors
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public speech and intimidates political opponents. The book begins with an overview political history of modern India, explaining how the modern
Indian state arose out of the heritage of British colonialism and then out of the Indian Congress-led national liberation movement. The bulk of the
book takes up the rise and the rule of Hindu nationalism - Hindutva - and that of the strongman Modi, whose canny brand of populism has proven
to be a game changer"-Gujarat Files is the account of an eight-month long undercover investigation by journalist Rana Ayyub into the Gujarat riots, fake encounters and
the murder of state Home Minister Haren Pandya that brings to the fore startling revelations. Posing as Maithili Tyagi, a filmmaker from the
American Film Institute Conservatory, Rana met bureaucrats and top cops in Gujarat who held pivotal positions in the state between 2001 and
2010. The transcripts of the sting operation reveal the complicity of the state and its officials in crimes against humanity. With sensational
disclosures about cases that run parallel to Narendra Modi and Amit Shah's ascent to power and their journey from Gujarat to New Delhi, the
book tells you the hushed truth of the state in the words of those who developed amnesia while speaking before commissions of enquiry, but held
nothing back in the secretly taped videos which form the basis of this remarkable read.
No instance of communal violence has provoked as much controversy as the Gujarat 2002 carnage, in which over 1,000 people, mostly Muslims,
were killed. And none has been subjected to as much fact-finding, especially under the monitoring of the Supreme Court. Sifting through the
wealth of official material, this book contends that the fact-finding - riddled as it was with ambiguities and deceptions, gaps and contradictions glossed over crucial pieces of evidence, and thereby shielded the powers that be. Though it gave a clean chit to Chief Minister Narendra Modi in
2012, the Supreme Court-appointed special investigation team (SIT) left unasked a range of key questions on the anti-Muslim violence following
the burning of a train in Godhra carrying Hindutva activists. How could Modi claim, Manoj Mitta asks, to have been unaware, for nearly five hours,
of the first post-Godhra massacre, which took place at Ahmedabad's Gulberg Society? How does this claim square with his admission that he
was tracking the violence as it unfolded? Why did Modi take five days to visit riot-affected areas in Ahmedabad and a month to meet Muslim
victims in a refugee camp? Why were forensic experts called to see the burnt Godhra coach only after two months, although it had been open to
the public throughout that period? What exactly did Modi celebrate in his Gaurav Yatra, which he launched within six months of the carnage?
Why did the Gujarat police sit for six years on the call data records of the riot period? Scrupulously researched, The Fiction of Fact-finding draws
telling parallels between Gujarat 2002 and the 1984 massacre of Sikhs in Delhi to underline an insidious pattern in Indian democracy: the
subversion of the criminal justice system, under a shroud of legal platitudes, by the ruling dispensation.
Is Gujarat a turning point for India? The events at Godhra and the ensuing communal carnage in Gujarat, like the Babri Masjid demolition and the
1984 massacres, constitute an ugly chapter of our contemporary history. For the sheer brutality, persistence and widespread nature of the
violence, especially against women and children, the complicity of the State, the ghettoization of communities, and the indifference of civil society,
Gujarat has surpassed anything we have experienced in recent times. That this happened in one of India's most 'well off' and 'progressive' states,
the home of the Mahatma, is all the more alarming. This book is intended to be a permanent public archive of the tragedy that is Gujarat. Drawing
upon eyewitness reports from the English, Hindi and regional media, citizens' and official fact-finding commissions - and articles by leading public
figures and intellectuals - it provides a chilling account of how and why the state was allowed to burn. With an overview by the editor, the reader
covers the circumstances leading up to Godhra and the violence in Ahmedabad, Baroda and rural Gujarat. Separate sections deal with the role of
the police, bureaucracy, Sangh Parivar, media and the tribals, the economic and international implications of the violence, the problems of relief
and rehabilitation of the victims, and, above all, their quest for justice. The picture that emerges is deeply disturbing, for Gujarat has exposed the
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ease with which the rights of citizens, and especially minorities, can be violated with official sanction. The lessons of the violence ought to be
heeded and acted upon by the public. For, in the absence of this, can another Gujarat be prevented from happening elsewhere?
Dhīrubhāī Ambānī kī adbhuta kārya paddhati
BIOGRAPHY OF NARENDRA MODI
The Election That Shaped Gujarat & Narendra Modi's Rise to National Stardom
Namo Mantra of Narendra Modi
Childhood Stories of Narendra Modi
Political Logic, Spatial Configuration, and Communal Cooperation in Hindu-Muslim Violence in Gujarat, 2002
A riveting account of how a popularly elected leader has steered the world's largest democracy toward authoritarianism and intolerance Over
the past two decades, thanks to Narendra Modi, Hindu nationalism has been coupled with a form of national-populism that has ensured its
success at the polls, first in Gujarat and then in India at large. Modi managed to seduce a substantial number of citizens by promising them
development and polarizing the electorate along ethno-religious lines. Both facets of this national-populism found expression in a highly
personalized political style as Modi related directly to the voters through all kinds of channels of communication in order to saturate the public
space. Drawing on original interviews conducted across India, Christophe Jaffrelot shows how Modi's government has moved India toward a
new form of democracy, an ethnic democracy that equates the majoritarian community with the nation and relegates Muslims and Christians
to second-class citizens who are harassed by vigilante groups. He discusses how the promotion of Hindu nationalism has resulted in attacks
against secularists, intellectuals, universities, and NGOs. Jaffrelot explains how the political system of India has acquired authoritarian
features for other reasons, too. Eager to govern not only in New Delhi, but also in the states, the government has centralized power at the
expense of federalism and undermined institutions that were part of the checks and balances, including India's Supreme Court. Modi's India
is a sobering account of how a once-vibrant democracy can go wrong when a government backed by popular consent suppresses dissent
while growing increasingly intolerant of ethnic and religious minorities.
Collection of articles and lectures of chief minister of Gujarat, India; some previously published.
Dhandha, meaning business, is a term often used in common trade parlance in India. But there is no other community that fully embodies
what the term stands for than the Gujaratis. Shobha Bondre’s Dhandha is the story of a few such Gujaratis: Jaydev Patel—the New York Life
Insurance agent credited with having sold policies worth $2.5 billion so far; Bhimjibhai Patel—one of the country’s biggest diamond merchants
and co-founder of the ambitious ‘Diamond Nagar’ in Surat; Dalpatbhai Patel—the motelier who went on to become the mayor of Mansfield
County; Mohanbhai Patel—a former Sheriff of Mumbai and the leading manufacturer of aluminium collapsible tubes; and Hersha and Hasu
Shah—owners of over a hundred hotels in the US. Travelling across continents—from Mumbai to the United States—in search of their story and
the common values that bond them, Dhandha showcases the powerful ambition, incredible capacity for hard work, and the inherent business
sense of the Gujaratis.
Investigates geographic variation in Hindu-Muslim violence in Gujarat in 2002 critically examining the logic of political violence.
Narendra Modi Issues & Concerns
Spatial Echoes
Modi : Common Man's PM
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Letters to Mother
Identity, Society and Conflict
A political Biography

"I want to make three promises. First, I will not hesitate to make any efforts to fulfill any responsibility that the people of the country put on my
shoulders. Second, I will not do anything for my personal benefit and third, I will not work with any malafide intentions. I assure you for these
three things." -Narendra Modi The popularity of Narendra Damodardas Modi has increased multifold after he became the Prime Minister of
India. He has achieved fame within the country and all over the world. Narendra Modi has also earned himself a new place of pride in the
countries who have keen interest in India. Everyone is watching him for his next steps with eagerness and interest. Apart from Pakistan, many
superpowers like USA, Britain and China are very anxious to improve their ties with us. Everyone hopes that India will witness a new dawn of
progress on its horizon. This is also an acid test of how he will face and solve the challenges posed by the nation, how he will give a direction to
the aspirations of millions of citizens and how he will fulfil the promises made by him before the election. This may not be new to him, as he
has been regularly confronting challenges since his childhood. There are numerous questions but they also have answers because ever since he
took up the reins of Gujarat for the first time in 2001, he has never looked back. Now, he holds the command of the entire country in his hands.
He did this because he is a great leader. A Mahanayak- a great leader indeed! Kumar Pankaj, an experienced journalist has studied the entire
journey of Narendra Modi, starting from his childhood to the present position he holds today, in great depth. This work, by the successful
author of 'Namo mantra of Narendra Modi', is worth preserving.
Narendra Modi, the BJP's prime ministerial candidate, is powerful, popular and controversial. With the general elections due to conclude in
May 2014, Modi's campaign rallies have drawn unprecedented crowds. Yet, the man remains an enigma. His supporters regard him as the
visionary, decisive leader India needs today. His detractors see him as a polarizing fi gure. Is Modi authoritative or authoritarian? Decisive or
divisive? A team player or a loner? Andy Marino recorded interviews with Narendra Modi during more than half-a-dozen exclusive meetings unprecedented access to a very private man. What emerged is this riveting, objective biography of a man who could be India's prime minister.
Not shying away from the controversies that have dogged Narendra Modi, including the Gujarat riots and questions about the Gujarat model of
governance and development, this political biography provides an unbiased account of possibly the most important figure in Indian politics
today. Marino records hour-by-hour details of the 2002 Gujarat riots, presenting a balanced analysis of that raw wound on India's polity. It also
reveals hitherto unpublished, authenticated documents, which makes this one of the most important books of 2014. The author analyses
Narendra Modi's values, the people who shaped his thinking and the sort of national leader he will make. Personal details of Modi's early life,
his wanderings in the Himalayas between the ages of seventeen and nineteen, his rise through the political ranks, his vision for India and his
personal philosophy on religion and politics are revealed in a book that is lucid, fast-paced and readable. Narendra Modi: A Political Biography
is an insightful, exhaustive and impeccably researched account of the ascent of a political leader.
'This is not an attempt at literary writing; the passages featured in this book are reflections of my observations and sometimes unprocessed
thoughts, expressed without filters... I am not a writer, most of us are not; but everybody seeks expression, and when the urge to unload
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becomes overpowering there is no option but to take pen to paper, not necessarily to write but to introspect and unravel what is happening
within the heart and the head, and why.' -- Narendra ModiAs a young man, Narendra Modi had got into the habit of writing a letter to the
Mother Goddess, whom he addressed as jagat janani, every night before going to bed. The topics were varied: there were seething sorrows,
fleeting joys, lingering memories. In Modi's writings there was the enthusiasm of a youngster and the passion to usher in change.But every few
months, Modi would tear up the pages and consign them to a bonfire. The pages of one diary, dating back to 1986, survived, however. These
are now available in English for the very first time as Letters to Mother, in a powerful translation by Bhawana Somaaya.Modi describes these
letters as conversations with the Mother Goddess: 'My feelings of fear ... of anxiety ... of distress... the ordinary feelings of an ordinary man.'
What were the events leading up to and the results of the elections to the Gujarat State Assembly in 2002? Both lost in the haze of time but still
selectively recounted by partisans, this book seeks to provide the political and societal context as well as the minutiae of events and people that
led to the election of Narendra Modi as Chief Minister of Gujarat. Despite Modi's meteoric rise after the 2002 elections, the events in Gujarat
leading up to the elections still cast a long shadow on his political legacy, and color the tales of the man and his mission. This inquiry recounts
and analyzes that crucial period in Gujarat's history and explains how Gujarat was a crucible for understanding and testing the sustainability of
democratic traditions in the context of a multicultural society buffeted by global events. More importantly it tells the story of the rise of
Narendra Modi as a national and an international gure. "If there is one book that has to be studied to understand the causes, nature and dynamics
of the Gujarat riots of 2002, if there is one book that has to be studied to understand the manipulations, distortions and propaganda which took
place and which takes place even today against Modi, if there is one book that has to be studied to understand how the so-called secularism in
India has through some dark alchemy transformed itself into an anti-humanist ideology not dissimilar from the anti-Semitic propaganda that
took place in pre-holocaust Christendom, then it is this book" -- Aravindan Neelakandan, co-author of "Breaking India." "Political
developments are punctuated by sensational events, like the Godhra arson attack against Hindu pilgrims in 2002 or Narendra Modi's accession
to power in 2014. The grey lines between them are rarely documented, but here, Prof. Ramesh Rao has painstakingly connected these dots. The
national breakthrough of 2014 was prepared at the state level by a careful interplay between the enterprising Gujarati people and the dynamic
policies pioneered by their Chief Minister. A focus on the state elections con rming him in power in spite of the unique hate campaign against
him, reveals the gamechanging processes that underlie political revolutions. It is a lesson from which all stakeholders in politics can learn,
including the present-day front men of Modi's own party." -- Dr. Koenraad Elst, author of "Decolonizing the Hindu Mind.""
The Billionaire Raj
Narendra Modi : Aadhunik Gujaratna Shilpi - Gujarati eBook
Gujarat Files
Narendra Modi Icon of Development
Translated from the Gujarati Saakshi Bhaav by Bhawana Somaaya
Modi Common Man's PM
The birthplace of Mahatma Gandhi and the land that produced Mohammad Ali Jinnah, the founder of Pakistan, Gujarat has been at
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the centre-stage of South Asia’s political iconography for more than a century. As Gujarat, created as a separate state in 1960,
celebrates its golden jubilee this collection of essays critically explores the many paradoxes and complexities of modernity and politics
in the state. The contributors provide much-needed insights into the dominant impulses of identity formation, cultural change, political
mobilisation, religious movements and modes of communication that define modern Gujarat. This book touches upon a fascinating
range of topics – the identity debates at the heart of the idea of modern Gujarat; the trajectory of Gujarati politics from the 1950s to
the present day; bootlegging, the practice of corruption and public power; vegetarianism and violence; urban planning and the
enabling infrastructure of antagonism; global diasporas and provincial politics – providing new insights into understanding the enigma
of Gujarat. Going well beyond the boundaries of Gujarat and engaging with larger questions about democracy and diversity in India,
this book will appeal to those interested in South Asian Studies, politics, sociology, history as well as the general reader. This book was
published as a special issue of South Asian History and Culture.
This title is part of UC Press's Voices Revived program, which commemorates University of California Press’s mission to seek out and
cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice, reach, and impact. Drawing on a backlist dating to 1893, Voices Revived makes highquality, peer-reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print-on-demand technology. This title was originally published in 1974.
Narendra Modi is a ‘People’s Leader’, dedicated to solving their problems and improving their well-being. Nothing is more satisfying
to him than being amongst the people, sharing their joys and alleviating their sorrows. His powerful ‘personal connect’ with the people
on the ground is complemented by a strong online presence. He is known as most techno-savvy leader, using the web to reach people
and bring about change in their lives. He is very active on social media platforms including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, SoundCloud,
Linkedin, Weibo and other forums. Narendra Modi gives nation a new way and strategy of development. Modi is strong and powerful
leader in Indian politics. His thinking has major impact on youth generation. Youth has strong support to Narendra modi. Modi is
strong follower of Swami vivekananda.His leadership qualities and his speeches has great impact on people. His method of working has
strong effect on people which makes him different from all other political leaders. Indian economy is growing with better numbers.
Narendra modi gives country a new direction of development. India's 65 percent population is young. India is a strong supporter of
peace and friendly relationship in the world. In this book we discuss about the life of Narendra Modi. His personal life and political
career and his impact over the world as a leader. Beyond politics, Narendra Modi enjoys writing. He has authored several books,
including poetry. He begins his day with Yoga, which strengthens his body and mind and instills the power of calmness in an otherwise
fast-paced routine.
Mahanayak Narendra Modi
Hindu Nationalism and the Rise of Ethnic Democracy
Gujarat, the Making of a Tragedy
Pogrom in Gujarat
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Leading Global Gujarati Personalities
Jewels of Gujarat, Volume II

This book is a worthreading, prolific and insightful lifesketch of the torchbearer of Indians. It is about common man’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi
who has become a ray of hope for 125 crore Indians—from a humble farmer to an ambitious industrialist—having taken the route to good governance
after being sworn as India's Prime Minister in May 2014. The gamechanger of Indian politics, Modi had taken the mesmeric hold over Gujarat masses
with three consecutive victories in the state assembly elections and was a senior campaign adviser drawing unprecedented crowds for Lok Sabha 2014
elections. After getting elected PM, Modi is often echoed in 24x7 Breaking News on media channels and enjoys good rapport with the top world leaders
whom he visited during his six months of Prime Ministership. The insightful leader led India at the IndiaASEAN Summit, G20 Summit and had
bilateral meetings with the leadership of countries like US, Japan, China and other neighbouring countries of India. He has launched new avenues of
cooperation with the countries with which India has deep historical and cultural ties over centuries. His initiatives like 'Make in India' and 'Swachchha
Bharat Abhiyan' have been widely lauded. Modi has called for innovative effort to make renewable energy, especially solar energy, competitive with
conventional energy and pitched for global cooperation on repatriation of black money.
DISCOVER GUJARAT, DAMAN, and DIU Almost wherever you live, you are bound to have met members of the Gujarati diaspora. Yet, Gujarat in
western India, where they originated, is hardly known or visited by foreign and Indian tourists. Adam Yamey's richly illustrated book describes his
travels through Gujarat and two former Portuguese colonies, Daman, and Diu, with his wife. Her knowledge of Gujarati allowed the travellers to speak
with locals and gain their insightful views about Gujarat's past, present, and future. Join Adam and his wife in their adventures through the land where
Mahatma Gandhi grew up and Lord Krishna ascended to heaven. Meet the people and discover places whose beauty rivals the better-known sights of
India. ++ This book will be of great interest to tourists. It is an insightful personal view of the region rather than a guide book ++ ***** GET TO
KNOW GUJARAT AT GROUND LEVEL *****
This book is a worth-reading, prolific and insightful life-sketch of the torch-bearer of Indians. It is about common man’s Prime Minister Narendra
Modi who has become a ray of hope for 125 crore Indians—from a humble farmer to an ambitious industrialist—having taken the route to good
governance after being sworn as India's Prime Minister in May 2014. The game-changer of Indian politics, Modi had taken the mesmeric hold over
Gujarat masses with three consecutive victories in the state assembly elections and was a senior campaign adviser drawing unprecedented crowds for
Lok Sabha 2014 elections. After getting elected PM, Modi is often echoed in 24x7 Breaking News on media channels and enjoys good rapport with the
top world leaders whom he visited during his six months of Prime Minister-ship. The insightful leader led India at the India-ASEAN Summit, G-20
Summit and had bilateral meetings with the leadership of countries like US, Japan, China and other neighbouring countries of India. He has launched
new avenues of cooperation with the countries with which India has deep historical and cultural ties over centuries. His initiatives like 'Make in India'
and 'Swachchha Bharat Abhiyan' have been widely lauded. Modi has called for innovative effort to make renewable energy, especially solar energy,
competitive with conventional energy and pitched for global cooperation on repatriation of black money.
In 2002, after an altercation between Muslim vendors and Hindu travelers at a railway station in the Indian state of Gujarat, fifty-nine Hindu pilgrims
were burned to death. The ruling nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party blamed Gujarat's entire Muslim minority for the tragedy and incited fellow Hindus
to exact revenge. The resulting violence left more than one thousand people dead--most of them Muslims--and tens of thousands more displaced from
their homes. Parvis Ghassem-Fachandi witnessed the bloodshed up close. In Pogrom in Gujarat, he provides a riveting ethnographic account of
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collective violence in which the doctrine of ahimsa--or nonviolence--and the closely associated practices of vegetarianism became implicated by
legitimating what they formally disavow. Ghassem-Fachandi looks at how newspapers, movies, and other media helped to fuel the pogrom. He shows
how the vegetarian sensibilities of Hindus and the language of sacrifice were manipulated to provoke disgust against Muslims and mobilize the aspiring
middle classes across caste and class differences in the name of Hindu nationalism. Drawing on his intimate knowledge of Gujarat's culture and
politics and the close ties he shared with some of the pogrom's sympathizers, Ghassem-Fachandi offers a strikingly original interpretation of the
different ways in which Hindu proponents of ahimsa became complicit in the very violence they claimed to renounce.
Dhandha
Social Harmony
A Man With Mission : Narendra Modi
Modi and Godhra
Business and Politics in India
Gujarat Beyond Gandhi
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